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HYSPLITHYSPLIT

HYHY brid brid 
SSingleingle--
PParticle article 
LLagrangianagrangian
IIntegrated ntegrated 
TTrajectory rajectory 
ModelModel



HYSPLITHYSPLIT

Developed by NOAA, National Oceanic Developed by NOAA, National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration, ARL, and Atmospheric Administration, ARL, 
Air Resources LaboratoryAir Resources Laboratory
In development since 1982In development since 1982
Considered a world standard for Considered a world standard for 
dispersion modelingdispersion modeling



HYSPLITHYSPLIT

Integrated system of models to computeIntegrated system of models to compute
TrajectoriesTrajectories
Dispersion Dispersion 

New computational options such asNew computational options such as
Users now can enter up to 3 different trajectory Users now can enter up to 3 different trajectory 
source locations instead of just one source locations instead of just one 
A trajectory ensemble option will produce multiple A trajectory ensemble option will produce multiple 
trajectories from the first usertrajectories from the first user--selected starting selected starting 
location location 



HYSPLIT Ensemble ApproachHYSPLIT Ensemble Approach

Takes into account small spatial Takes into account small spatial 
variations in the modelvariations in the model
Computes trajectories for 27 starting Computes trajectories for 27 starting 
locations for each specified locationlocations for each specified location
Three vertical levelsThree vertical levels
Nine locations for each levelNine locations for each level
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HysplitHysplit Model Deposition Versus Infection ObservationsModel Deposition Versus Infection Observations



Future Plans for the Ensemble Future Plans for the Ensemble 
HYSPLIT Forecasting ModelHYSPLIT Forecasting Model

Conduct historical model runs to asses the Conduct historical model runs to asses the 
risk of soybean rust dispersion in North risk of soybean rust dispersion in North 
AmericaAmerica
Output to be directly integrated with other Output to be directly integrated with other 
Soybean Rust prediction modelsSoybean Rust prediction models
Development of derivative products from Development of derivative products from 
HYSPLIT model resultsHYSPLIT model results
Development of support materials to assist Development of support materials to assist 
individuals in using model productsindividuals in using model products
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